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David was, most recently, Group CEO of Charles Taylor plc, a global insurance services & technology business; he joined from 

specialist insurer, Beazley plc, where he was Group COO and on the Beazley Furlonge ltd board. Prior to that, he was an 

Associate Principal at McKinsey.

David is now a senior advisor to McKinsey, along with various PE firms & tech-related start-ups; finally, he is an angel investor in 

tech firms. He is also a NED at Standard life Savings, one of the UK’s largest investment platforms and PremFina, a fintech 

transforming the premium finance market. He has been a NED at Standard Life Assurance, one of the UK’s largest insurers; 

Fadata, an international insurance technology company; and The Standard Club, a global P&I insurer. 

David is a Fellow of the Faculty and Institute of Actuaries.

Shameek Kundu - Head of Financial Services and Chief Strategy Officer, TruEra

Shameek is Chief Strategy Officer and Head of Financial Services at TruEra, a software firm dedicated to improving the quality of 

AI models. He has spent most of his career driving responsible adoption of data analytics (including AI) in the financial services 

industry

. 

Shameek sits on the Bank of England’s AI Public-Private Forum, and was part of the Monetary Authority of Singapore’s 

Steering Committee on Fairness, Ethics, Accountability and Transparency in AI. Most recently, Shameek was Group Chief 

Data Officer at Standard Chartered Bank, where he helped the bank explore and adopt AI in multiple areas (e.g., credit, financial 

crime compliance, customer analytics).

David Marock – CEO, NED, Chair, Senior advisor & Angel investor
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Speaker bios

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/events/2020/october/fintech-ai-public-private-forum
https://www.mas.gov.sg/~/media/MAS/News%20and%20Publications/Monographs%20and%20Information%20Papers/FEAT%20Principles%20Final.pdf


● Early stage software company with presence in California, 

Seattle, London, New York and Singapore

● Solely dedicated to AI/ Machine Learning Quality 

(explainability, stability, reliability, fairness and other aspects)

● Experienced, hands-on leadership team from a mix of Financial Services (SCB, Visa), 

Big Tech (Google, Microsoft), Academia (Carnegie Mellon) and startups

● Multiple live banking and insurance clients, including one public Global systemically 

important bank (SCB) and a top North American insurer

● Extensive engagement with financial services industry
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Who are we



Topics of discussion:

• Ways in which AI can transform the entire insurance value chain

• Current status of AI adoption across the insurance market

• Best practice approaches to capture AI’s full potential

Scaling AI adoption in insurance by 
increasing trust 
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Supplement traditional 

models for underwriting 

and pricing of risk

AI holds great promise for insurers

Automating aspects of 

claims and fraud 

management

Improve customer 

service and automate Back-

Office Ops



Maturity of AI 

techniques

Data explosion
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Two major changes turbo-charging 
the current AI opportunity for insurers

Dramatic increase in maturity in the last few years

• Computing power and data storage has become substantially cheaper

• AI modeling tools now both more accessible and powerful

Explosion in data available to support decision-making

• Unstructured documents – e.g., detailed information filed to regulators by publicly listed 

companies – easy to analyse

• Structured data –e.g., satellite imagery - more widely accessible

• New categories of data – e.g., personal health data from wearable devices – now available



Source: Machine Learning in UK Financial Services, Bank of England/ FCA (Oct 2019)

While insurers appear active in adopting AI/ ML …
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AI adoption in financial services



Source: Machine Learning in UK Financial Services, Bank of England/ FCA (Oct 2019) 8

Different types of insurers are at different stages of adoption , for example:
● Personal line carriers, e.g., auto and health insurers, at the forefront of early adoption

● More specialized segments, e.g., large corporate risk and specialty insurers, have been experimenting with AI

...adoption is still in its early stages across much of insurance

AI adoption in financial services



Explainability
What factors are driving the 

behaviours of the automated claims 

assessment system?

Conceptual Soundness
Is the model consistent with our 

domain knowledge?

Stability
Are historical pricing models ageing 

well with increased frequency of 

climate change related events?

Data Bias
Does the training data accurately 

reflect the population?

Reliability
How confident is the model in its 

predictions?

Fairness/ Unjust Bias
Why are women getting quoted lower 

premiums than men?
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Six things that make it difficult to scale AI



Training Data & Labels Model is a black box Hard to understand results

“Convertible”

“Sports Car”

New unlabeled data

“Convertible”

“Sports Car”

“?”

“?”

Pattern Example: “Roof” pixels 

correlated with “sports car”

“Sports car”

Accurate explanations are critical to establish trust with model stakeholders.  i
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Explainability: ML Models are often black boxes



Models can learn patterns that 

become outdated over time

Data changes/drifts surface model 

instability & reduce performance

New unlabeled data

“Sports Car”

“Sports Car”

“?”

“?”

“Convertible”
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Stability: ML Models are at greater risk from data drift

In the covid era, enterprises need to understand and react to model drift.i

Training Data & Labels

“Convertible”

“Sports Car”

“Round headlights” correlated 

with “convertible”



Memorization doesn’t generalize 

well reducing  model  performance

New unlabeled data

“Sports Car”

“Sports Car”

“?”

“?”
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Detecting and addressing overfitting is a key step during development.i

Model “memorizes” patterns in 

specific training instancesTraining Data & Labels

“Convertible”

“Sports Car”

“Model learns certain license 

plates associated with 

convertibles”

“Convertible”

Overfitting: ML Models have greater risk of overfitting to training Data



Models can learn patterns

that reflect historical biases

Model predictions are biased

“Cooking” New unlabeled data

“Cooking”“Woman”
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Fairness: ML Models are at greater risk of 
reinforcing biases

Training Data & Labels

The use of alternative data could sometimes help mitigate historical bias.i
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Reputational impact from poorly designed/explained AI 

A disturbing, viral Twitter thread reveals 

how AI-powered insurance can go wrong



“Providers of high-risk AI 

systems shall...have a quality 

management system in 

place…”

“...data that present greater 

consumer protection risks 

warrant more robust 

compliance management... 

[including] appropriate testing, 

monitoring and controls...

“AI usafe should be fair, 

ethical, accountable and 

transparent”

“..risks related to data, 

models, firm-level 

accountability and 

governance and entire 

financial system”

“...a systematic risk 

management approach to each 

phase of the AI system life cycle 

on a continuous basis to address 

risks related to AI systems”

National Association of 
Insurance Commissioners

“...tools in transparency and 

explainability ...suggestions on 

how the governance of the use of 

AI should be organised to 

safeguard sound use of AI”
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Insurance regulators have recognised risks and set expectations for insurers to implement AI responsibly:

• Principles on AI governance published by the US National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAICS) in 2020

• European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA) in 2021.

Quality of AI key topic for global financial regulators 

https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/AI%20principles%20as%20Adopted%20by%20the%20TF_0807.pdf
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/publications/reports/eiopa-ai-governance-principles-june-2021.pdf


• The risks related to AI should not become a reason to stall greater adoption

• Progressive insurers have ensured this by:

a. Establishing internal policies/ standards/ guidelines for responsible use of AI

b. Increasing internal awareness and capability across business, technology and data science

c. Introducing tools to improve AI quality; e.g.,

i. Explain the underlying drivers of the model outputs accurately

ii. Identify potential instances of unjust bias and recommend mitigating steps

iii. Monitor and troubleshoot models’ performance on an ongoing basis

So how can insurers overcome these obstacles 
and realize the full value of AI?  
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Guiding 

principles

Enablers for 

adherence to 

internal 

standards

Standards to 

govern specific 

aspects of 

AI/ML risk 

management

Inventory of AI/ML use cases

Enabling technology

Reliability/ 

Uncertainty

Data suitability 

(quality, 

represent-

ativeness)

Fairness/ 

Unjust bias

(Internal) 

Transparency: 

Explainability 

and Conceptual 

Soundness

(External) 

Transparency

Ongoing 

monitoring

Accountability and Roles/Responsibilities

AI/ML Risk appetite

AI/ML Ethics charter

AI/ML Materiality assessment framework

Governance mechanisms including forums/committees

AI/ML Risk Management Awareness and Training

Foundational risk management framework for AI in insurance
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How new technology enables insurers 
to trust AI



TruEra Monitoring

Supervise & debug models post deployment

TruEra Diagnostics

Evaluate, explain and gain adoption during 

development
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TruEra’s AI solutions address AI trust issues –
upfront and on an ongoing basis



Trust & Explainability

● More accurate & faster 

explanations (10-10,000 times faster than 

SHAP)

● Feature grouping / reason code 

support APIs

● Conceptual & segment analysis to 

build trust
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Example: TruEra breaks open the 
AI/ML “blackbox”
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Assessment of fairness/ bias

● Comprehensive capabilities to 

enable assessment of ML models 

against regulatory or internal 

standards

Example: TruEra enables detection and 
treatment of unjust bias in AI/ML models
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Example: TruEra Monitoring



Scaling AI adoption in 
insurance by increasing trust 

Summary of discussion:

• Various material ways in which AI can transform entire insurance value chain

• AI adoption across the insurance market is still relatively early stage

• Best practice approaches to capture AI’s full potential involve both processes & tech tools 


